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Well, this is not exactly the way I
thought my year as SON President
would unfold! This has been a
transition like no other, as I jumped
quickly from being elected VP to becoming President-elect at last year’s
meeting in Raleigh and becoming
President at our first-ever Zoom
SON Business Meeting at the end of
July.

After months of teleworking from
my home office, I can report that my
bulletproof coffee routine is solid
and my home gym, backyard garden,
and canine office companions have kept me sane during this challenging time. I hope you have all found routines to keep you safe
and healthy. Online tools like Zoom have certainly helped us all stay
connected.
I want to thank our Past-President, Sally Stetina and previous
Past-President Billy Crow for their effective leadership leading up
to the Raleigh meeting and over the past year. Gosh, that meeting
feels like a million years ago! I also want to thank outgoing web
editor, Mario Tenuta and board member Cynthia Gleason for their
service to the Society. Please join me in welcoming new EB member, Adrienne Gorny, an Assistant Professor at North Carolina State,
to the board.
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As I’ve thought about what I hope to achieve as President, I can’t help
but reflect on where the Society began and where it is now. The Society of Nematologists was born in 1961, which makes it just a bit older than yours truly. Over 50 years later, certain aspects of our administrative structures are showing their age. Considering that this year
was supposed to be an International Congress year, I had expected
to spend my time as President-elect putting the Society through
something of a renovation to modernize administrative and communication functions to better reflect our times. This was all thrown
into disarray in February and March, as postponement (twice!) of the
International Congress caused the Executive Board to scramble a bit
with making plans for the next few years. I’ll have more to say on that
later.
The difficulty in pivoting our Society functions to online in the face
of the pandemic has exposed the inflexibility in some of our administrative procedures. There are aspects to the Constitution that have
become harder and harder to manage, since they no longer reflect
the ways in which we communicate, vote, and meet. I have proposed
changes to the process of making changes to the Articles and ByLaws that govern the Constitution. I presented an outline of that proposal at our electronic Business Meeting in late July, and it is detailed
within the newsletter. The essence of the proposal is to shorten the
timeline and provide options at certain steps to expedite the process overall. Your feedback and concerns are welcome. The next step
will be to have a voice approval vote at the next Business Meeting in
2021, followed by an online vote to approval the final language.

Our website has also struggled to keep pace with our needs. Our
members expect and deserve a consistent experience when they pay
dues, register for meetings, and submit abstracts. The periodic Executive Board turnover creates a cyclical learning curve every few years
as new volunteers on the Board assume their roles, and there has
been a bottleneck in getting the assistance needed to be able to make
website changes, especially when new Board members come on.
To get past this logjam, I have explored other options for managing
our member website and database. We’ve been testing out the Wild
Apricot member management platform and have found the member-

ship database and interface to be intuitive and user-friendly. Thanks
to our Business Manager Jacki Beacham, a highly recommended
contractor has been identified to transfer our information over to the
new platform. Wild Apricot has a wide range of tutorials and instructional materials that will allow our Web Editor, Business Office Manager, and other committee members to learn the tools needed to keep
information updated. A long-standing objective of the Society has
been to provide “membership value.” This used to derive largely from
a subscription to the Journal of Nematology and from lower registration fees. Executive Boards for years have grappled with the question
of how to provide member value, and there has long been the desire
to create member-only access to certain content, such as educational materials, archival publications, etc. With this new platform, we
should be able to maintain a robust member database and use that
information more effectively to control access to specific content, and
even create areas of the website dedicated to committee activities.
The Cobb Foundation Video Contest winners and Capacity-Building
Grant content will finally have a home on our Society page, so members can see the great activities supported by your dues.
The needs of the Journal of Nematology also play into this decision
to use Wild Apricot. For the past few years, the Society has borne the
cost of putting out an open access journal. Thanks to the hard work
of our Editor-in-Chief, David Shapiro-Ilan, the editorial staff, and Exeley, the Journal is in great shape, and on pace to publish over 100 articles this calendar year. Our impact factor continues to improve. But
the Society bearing this cost is not financially sustainable over the
long term, so we’ve been planning to institute publication charges
in 2021. This also requires a reliable and accurate member database
to link with the publication platform, so that we can give members
a break on these fees. Despite valiant efforts, we’ve been a bit stuck
on this point. This is another bottleneck that cannot be allowed to
continue, for the ongoing health of the Society.
One of the bright spots in the current landscape has been our social
media activity, which has continued to see more young faculty, postdocs, and students actively engaged on Twitter, Instagram, and most
recently, Slack. The dynamic community of young scientists has been
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very encouraging, and I am pleased to introduce Deepak Haarith,
who I have appointed to manage social media tasks day-to-day as I
focus on managing the larger issues affecting the Society. I am grateful to him for stepping up, and would encourage anyone else who
is interested in communications to get in touch. One of the benefits
of working from home the past six months is that I’ve sat in on a
number of webinars focused on how scientific societies and small
non-profits like ours can manage the challenges to financial sustainability and staying connected with members in the age of covid-19.
This situation has forced us all to move out of our comfort zones and
be open to new ways of doing things. I can foresee a continuing shift
in our communication strategy as a society, and I see that it is important to utilize all of the tools we have available to us, to reach all of our
members in the ways they like to receive information. This includes
email, the newsletter, social media, and even online video messages.
Our branding is important, and we want to project a unified message
to our members, would-be members, fellow scientists, and the public.
I would be remiss if I did not add my voice to that of our Past President and many other scientific societies that have come out in
support of racial and gender equality and social justice. As our past
President, Sally Stetina pointed out in our last newsletter, “any person interested in the study of nematology is eligible to become a
member, and payment of dues makes you a member.” But as a society
we need to do more to make sure those in underrepresented groups
have a seat at the table and that their voices are heard. We currently
don’t have a standing committee on diversity and inclusion, which we
definitely should; and so that is an obvious first step. Leaders must
also be willing to listen and to hear sometimes uncomfortable truths
about how the status-quo has benefitted some groups at the expense
of others. I promise to do that, and invite your suggestion for ways in
which we can address these challenges together. It won’t be solved
overnight, but we recognize that things cannot remain as they’ve
been.
Last but not least, regarding our fall Virtual SON. The timeline is

short and the window for holding an online conference is narrow.
The member survey indicates there is interest in going forward, so
as soon as we can get the website ready to receive abstracts, we will
open submissions. Please start preparing now if you wish to participate. We know that this is not the year to expect income from holding
a conference, and we’ll do our best to set a reasonable registration
fee while covering our costs. We expect to have an exciting talk by
Fatma Kaplan as a keynote speaker, and include sessions featuring
our Cobb Foundation Video Contest and Capacity Building Grantees.
A fundraiser for the Cobb Foundation is also in the planning stages.
It is an honor to serve as your Society President, and I look forward
to all we can do to share some great nematology over the coming
year.
Andrea Skantar

President , Society of Nematologists
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SON Constitutional Committe Report 2020

Ad-hoc Constitutional Review (Andrea): The Constitution of the
Society of Nematologists has become increasingly more difficult to
follow to the letter and is in need of a significant overhaul. Much of
this strain stems from the lead-times required in advance of further
actions. The document was conceived during an era without internet,
email, or online voting. The proscribed slower timelines made sense
when most society business was conducted by paper mail. Now we
find ourselves with a disconnect between the steps outlined in our
Constitution and the much faster pace of routine business we have
today. The process of changing the Constitution is a multi-year, multistep endeavor, largely because key decisions are tied to the Annual
Meeting. This includes the steps outlined in the amendment process
itself. I propose we amend this process first, which will then facilitate
later revisions to the By-Laws, or the movement of certain processes
from the By-Laws (which is more restrictive) to the Operations Manual (which includes more guidance than requirements). The intention of this effort is not to toss aside the intentions of our founders
that we be deliberate and inclusive of our membership’s voice in how
the society functions, but that it better reflects the tools now available to us so that we may serve our members in a more nimble and
expeditious manner.
With respect to steps required for amending the Constitution and
By-Laws, here is a breakdown of the proposed changes to Article IX
sections 3 and section 4, which we address here separately.
Article IX: Ratification and Amendments states as follows:

Section 3. Changes in SECTION 3 THROUGH 5 OF ARTICLE I OF THE
BYLAWS may be made by a two-thirds majority vote of the members
in attendance at the Annual Meeting of the Society, provided that
the proposed amendment(s) were distributed to the membership at
least 60 days prior to the date of the Annual Meeting at which such
proposals are to be considered.

I’m paraphrasing here, sections 3-5 relate to (1) classes of membership and qualifications for each; (2) privileges of membership; (3) dues; (4) subscription prices; (5) allocation of dues to
support JON and NNL.
Some of these sections no longer apply and can probably be removed; for example, we no longer charge subscription fees to the
journal and are unlikely to move back to that type of publication
model. This is just an example of what this section covers; the present proposed amendment pertains to the process of changing those
items, not the items themselves.

While member input is indeed important and in-person voting on
such matters has value, a 60-day lead time seems unnecessarily
inflexible given electronic communications which can be sent out
quickly and with repeated reminders to draw attention to the issue
in advance of the in-person meeting. Proposed substitute language is
as follows:
Section 3. Changes in SECTION 3 THROUGH 5 OF ARTICLE I OF THE
BYLAWS may be made by a two-thirds

majority vote of the members in attendance at the Annual Meeting
of the Society or by electronic ballot, if that means of voting is
approved by a majority of the Executive Board, provided that the
proposed amendment(s) were distributed to the membership electronically at least 30 days prior to the date of the Annual Meeting at
which such proposals are to be considered, or 30 days prior to the
first day of the electronic ballot, whichever applies.
A visual representation of the existing process and addition of an
alternative electronic vote option is depicted below. Note again that
this ONLY pertains to changes in sections 3-5.
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The existing process for changing the rest of the By-Laws states as
follows:
Section 4.

THIS CONSTITUTION AND THE REMAINING SECTIONS
OF ARTICLE I AND ALL OTHER ARTICLES OF THE BYLAWS may be amended under the following provisions:

a.
Any proposals for amendments shall first be submitted in
writing to the Secretary of the Society at least 90 days before the Annual Meeting of the Society at which action thereon is to be taken.

b.
c.

The Executive Board shall consider all amendment proposals
which may be modified by the Executive Board only to clarify
obscure language or to facilitate carrying out the intent of the
proposed amendment(s).

At least 60 days before the annual meeting at which action is to
be taken, the Executive Board shall mail or electronically mail
to all members a copy of the proposed amendment(s). This notification may be by publication in the NEMATOLOGY NEWSLETTER, or by electronic mail or letter to each member of the
Society.
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d.

f.

g.

Proposals to amend the Constitution, duly made in the prescribed manner, together with the recommendations of the Executive Board, shall be presented to the members of the Society
at the Annual Business Meeting for discussion and vote as described in paragraphs e-g of this section.

e. Approval of a proposed amendment requires an advisory approval by a two-thirds majority of members voting in a mail
or electronic mail ballot. If a proposed amendment receives
advisory approval at the Annual Meeting, it shall be published
in the next issue of the NEMATOLOGY NEWSLETTER with the
part of the Constitution affected by the proposed amendment.
Justification and criticism for the proposed amendment(s) and
the recommendations of the Executive Board concerning its
passage shall be printed with the proposal. Should the Executive Board be opposed to the proposed amendment, supporting comments of the group originating the amendment shall
be included. A mail or electronic mail ballot shall be sent to the
entire membership within 30 days after the proposed amendment is published in the NEMATOLOGY NEWSLETTER.

The President shall appoint a special committee of two members (or the Secretary and one other person) to tabulate the
ballots with the Secretary serving as Chair of this Committee.
The Committee shall tabulate all votes received 60 days after
distribution and inform the President in writing and the members through the NEMATOLOGY NEWSLETTER of the results of
the ballot. The amendments shall be adopted if two-thirds or
more of the votes are in favor, otherwise, it shall be defeated.
An adopted amendment shall become effective as of the date
the ballots are counted, unless a later date is specified in the
amendment itself.

The major issue with this process is the bottlenecks cause by the long
lead time required before the annual meeting in order to announce
the changes, and the tethering of the next steps to the NNL, followed
again by very long timelines that made sense when communications were mailed. By shortening the minimum time from proposed

amendment to the Annual Meeting, and allowing for electronic forms
of communication following the meeting and electronic voting, the
entire process could be shortened from 270 days to as short as 120
days. If the meeting occurs in July, amendments can easily make it
into the September NNL; however, if the meeting occurs just after
publication, the wait will be nearly 4 months. This is unnecessary,
and increased flexibility would allow amendments to be considered
more expeditiously.
Section 4. THIS CONSTITUTION AND THE REMAINING SECTIONS OF
ARTICLE I AND ALL OTHER
ARTICLES OF THE BYLAWS may be amended under the following
provisions:

a. Any proposals for amendments shall first be submitted in
writing to the Secretary of the Society at
least 45 days before the Annual Meeting of the Society at
which action thereon is to be taken.
b. The Executive Board shall consider all amendment proposals
which may be modified by the
Executive Board only to clarify obscure language or to facilitate carrying out the intent of the
proposed amendment(s).
c. At least 30 days before the annual meeting at which action is
to be taken, the Executive Board
shall mail or electronically mail to all members a copy of the
proposed amendment(s). This
notification may be by publication in the NEMATOLOGY
NEWSLETTER, or by electronic mail or
letter to each member of the Society.
d. Proposals to amend the Constitution, duly made in the prescribed manner, together with the
recommendations of the Executive Board, shall be presented
to the members of the Society at
the Annual Business Meeting for discussion and vote as described in paragraphs e-g of this section.
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e. Approval of a proposed amendment requires an advisory
approval by a two-thirds majority of members voting in a
mail, electronic mail, or online ballot. If a proposed amendment receives advisory approval at the Annual Meeting, it
shall be published electronically on the SON website, in the
next NNL, by direct email or mail, or other electronic means.
Publication will include the part of the Constitution affected
by the proposed amendment. Justification and criticism for
the proposed amendment(s) and the recommendations of the
Executive Board concerning its passage shall be printed with
the proposal. Should the Executive Board be opposed to the
proposed amendment, supporting comments of the group
originating the amendment shall be included. An electronic
vote including all members shall be conducted online or by
email, A mail or electronic mail ballot shall be sent to the entire membership within 30 days after the proposed amendment is published in the NEMATOLOGY NEWSLETTER.

f. The President shall appoint a special committee of two members (or the Secretary and one other
person) to tabulate the ballots attest to the results of the electronic ballot, with the Secretary serving as Chair of this Committee. The Committee shall tabulate all votes received 30
days after distribution and inform the President in writing
of the results of the ballot. The results will be immediately announced electronically and in the next NEMATOLOGY NEWSLETTER. The amendments shall be adopted if two-thirds or
more of the votes are in favor, otherwise, itshall be defeated.
g. An adopted amendment shall become effective as of the date
the ballots are counted, unless a
later date is specified in the amendment itself.

A visual representation of the alternative timelines and actions, highlighting how the process could be shortened, are shown below:
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Society of Nematologists EB Meeting
Minutes
Wednesday, September 2, 2020
Present

Via Zoom, 1:00 pm EST

A. Skantar, A. Elling, T. Faske, A. Gorny, C. Khanal, K. Lawrence, T.
Mengistu, N. Schroeder, D. Shapiro-Ilan, B. Sipes, S. Stetina, J. Beacham
Excused

G. Philips

Call to order
The meeting was called to order at 7:02 am HST by President A.
Skantar.
Approval of Agenda

The agenda was approved as presented.
Minutes

The minutes of the June 29, 2020 EB meeting were approved.
Old Business

1. Journal of Nematology EIC: Potential EIC candidates turned out to
be unavailable.

KL moved to confirmed the appointment of David Shapiro-Ilan
as EIC for an additional year. AE seconded. Motion passed
unanimously.

2. Journal of Nematology: Exeley states that our searchable Table of
Contents request is in the queue.

3. Website: Wild Apricot web test site works well for AS and JB. We
need a website to conduct a fall virtual meeting so the move to the
new platform will not be initiated until the 2020 virtual meeting is
held.

NS moves to contract Rodney Wise for up to $5000 to build
the Wild Apricot SON site and to authorize $2000 for Wild
Apricot subscription services for a year. KL seconded. Motion
carried.

4. Constitutional changes: AS ask will publish in next NNL issue in
preparation of reading at next annual meeting.

5. Social media: Deepak Haarith has been enlisted to assist with
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Guidelines for posting were
discussed. His aptitude and interest for this activity are impressive.
These guidelines, duties, and a communication strategy need to be
incorporated into the Operations Manual.
New Business

1. Virtual SON 2020 meeting: Lack of an existing structure makes
planning challenging. Call for abstracts will help to determine the
structure. Schedule framework will be shared with EB. Capacity
building grants will be presented. Anticipate that registration will
be modest with tiers for developing nations, students, member,
nonmember, etc.
2. Slack channel - Active Plant Nematologists: Lots of activity on
this channel. President Skantar made an appearance.

3. International Year of Plant Health activities: We have no planned
activities.
4. Cobb Foundation Silent Auction/Fundraisers: Options for fund
raisings tied to social media will be placed in Google Drive.

5. Fraud protection: We need to have best practices for officers. We
should check our website information. The EB should invite N.A.
Cobb Board and engage at least annually. Consider using SON busi-
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ness office for Foundation transactions at some level.

6. Journal of Nematology publication waivers for developing countries: Discussion postponed.

7. Diversity and Inclusion Ad-hoc Committee and SON statement:
Other societies have these. We can make a pledge to listen and create
a safe environment to bring forth concerns while a committee develops a statement. Past President Stetina wrote on the topic in the last
newsletter. President Skantar will repeat the message and will name
a committee. Suggested member names should sent to President
Skantar.
8. Nematology Newsletter: The NNL Editor term runs on a calendar
year.

9. 2021 Annual meeting: The meeting will be held September 12-15,
2021 on the Alabama Gulf Coast.

SS moved to sign the hotel contract and make the $3000 deposit. AE seconded. The motion passed.

10. IFNS and ICN: No update is available.
Other Business

1. Plant Health Network: The access provided to members will be
incorporated into the Wild Apricot site.
Adjournment
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Memo, 29 July, 2020

To: IFNS Councilors:
Shashi B Sharma
Michael Hodda
Peng DeLiang
Liao Jinling

Sanaa A Haroon

Wilfrida Decraemer
Ernesto San-Blas

Biodun Claudius-Cole

Dear Councilors:

Johji Miwa

We hope this finds you well and healthy as we all
continue cope with the difficulties of the pandemic.
Rosa Manzanilla-Lopez
One of the many unsettling aspects these days is the
Manzoor Hussain Soomro near complete uncertainty of when normal activity
will safely resume. This is on people’s minds as they
Mikhail Pridannikov
try to plan for travel to events such as ICN 2020.

Pankaj Singh

Axel Elling

Eric Grenier

Francesca Deluca
Natsumi Kanzaki
Bansa Singh

Mieke Daneel

Aurelio Ciancio

Robin Giblin-Davis

Andressa Christina Zamboni-Machado
Zahra Tanha Maafi

From: Larry Duncan, Andreas Westphal, Ernesto San-Blas
Subject: Officer Election; ICN 2021 Planning; Webpage updates
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The major issue facing IFNS at this time is the fate
of The Seventh ICN. The meeting website https://
www.icn2020antibes.com/ will re-open in early
September to revise the travel arrangements and
abstracts of people already registered or who wish
to register for the congress. With some luck, the
congress will occur as scheduled nine months from
now. But what should be done if conditions do not
permit a congress in April? Should the congress
be cancelled or should it occur at a later time? The
dates were changed twice during a period of great
uncertainty about the nature of this pandemic.
Decisions were made quickly to ensure that other meetings did not capture the available dates
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during this autumn and then next spring. But if we face the situation
again, we need to be prepared with a thoughtful course of action.
The international congresses are remarkable opportunities for close
interaction between all of the world’s Nematologists for a sustained
period of time. They are rare opportunities, occurring only at six-year
intervals. Cancellation of the congress would double that time span,
which surely seems unacceptable. Organizing a congress encompassing 17 societies requires a great deal of time, money and effort,
all of which have been accomplished. A program and budget for the
largest ICN to date are in place for whenever the meeting can be held.
Nevertheless, the ICN affects the meeting plans of all the other societies. For all these reasons we need to achieve a consensus among our
member societies on the best course of action in the event of travel
and meeting restrictions this spring. To do this effectively it may be
best to discuss the issues together rather than by correspondence. If
we take advantage of the meeting protocols we are all getting used
to, we can meet together in several forum(s) open to all councilors.
We propose that IFNS conduct meetings by Zoom (probably two or
three to accommodate time zones) before mid-September to develop a contingency protocol for what to do if ICN 2021 cannot occur
during the currently scheduled dates. In the meanwhile, we hope that
you will discuss this matter with your societies and feel free to offer
your thoughts and suggestions by email to all councilors prior to the
meetings.

for her work to extend an invitation to hold an International Congress in Brazil.
Welcome Zahra Maafi and a new Member Society Webpage

Last year the Iranian Society of Nematologists joined the IFNS. Please
welcome Zahra Maafi who was recently appointed councilor for the
Society. Zahra sent the following information for the ISN membership
page http://www.ifns.org/membership/isn.

Most society pages on the IFNS website are seriously out of date. Please
take the time to send the necessary information to update the information on your society’s membership page (lwduncan@ufl.edu or andreasw@ucr.edu).
Thanks. And stay safe.

We will propose meeting dates, times and call for agenda items in a
separate email.
Election Result for IFNS President

Please congratulate Florian Grundler who was elected to be the next
IFNS President! In a close vote, ballots were received from all but
two councilors with a majority vote among all eligible voters going to
Florian. He along with Thomae Kakouli-Duarte (Secretary) and John
Jones (Vice President) will assume their offices during the 7th ICN
next spring.
Also our sincere appreciation to Mara da Rocha for her willingness
to stand in the election and for her service to IFNS as a councilor and
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Honoring Dr. Father Richard William Timm
Father Richard William Timm CSC passed away September 11, 2020
at the age of 97. Father Timm was born in Michigan City, Indiana and
received his BA from the University of Notre Dame, his MS (Biology) and the PhD (Parasitology) from Catholic University of America.
Dr. Timm conducted surveys on nematodes and described over 250
new species. Father Timm described Timmia parva, two species of
Megadontolaimus (marine nematodes), two species of marine Aphelenchoides with Dr. Mary Franklyn, as well as nematodes within
Imponema, Filiponema and Plutellonema with Dr. Armand Maggenti.
Father Timm authored “The Plant-Parasitic Nematodes of Thailand
and The Philippines” published by SEATO in 1965. Fr. Timm also
described the strange bunonematoid genus Pterygorhabditis, which
has a strongly thickened cuticle and a unique cuticular pattern of
grooves.
He served as a Fulbright Lecturer in Parasitology at the Government
Medical College, Dhaka, Bangladesh and as a Visiting Professor in
Nematology at the University of California from 1968-1970. In addition to being a nematologist, Father Timm was an educator and an
activist.
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There are open positions of a postdoctoral researcher and graduate students in Dr. Zhang’s lab. If you are interested, feel free to
Lei Zhang has joined Purdue University contact Dr. Zhang for more information. (Email: leizhang@purdue.
as an assistant professor/nematologist, edu)
with a joint appointment between De- Lab website: https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/Pages/Profile.aspx?strAlias=lepartment of Botany & Plant Pathology izhang&intDirDeptID=10
and Department of Entomology in AuRoot-knot nematodes are Lei Zhang’s favorite nematodes.
gust 2020. Dr. Zhang received his PhD in
Molecular Plant Sciences at Washington
State University (WSU) and then conducted postdoctoral research on plant-nematode interactions in the labs of Drs. Cynthia Gleason, Eric Davis and Axel Elling.

Introducing Dr. Lei Zhang

Dr. Zhang’s research program at Purdue
will focus on studying two groups of
plant-parasitic nematodes, causing serious crop yield losses in Indiana: 1) Soybean cyst nematode (SCN), the most damaging pathogen of soybean in the US. His research program studies distributions
and virulence types of SCN populations on soybean fields in Indiana
to provide information to growers for effective SCN management. Another area of interest is to develop new bio-control agents for SCN
management. 2) Root-knot nematodes (RKN) cause serious problems in tomato and melon production in Indiana. Dr. Zhang’s program
focuses on studying RKN-secreted effector proteins. These effectors
are secreted by nematodes to plant root cells. His lab is interested in
studying how nematode effectors manipulate plant processes during
parasitism. The aim is to develop crop resistance against RKNs by disrupting the molecular plant-nematode interactions using technologies such as gene editing and host-delivered RNAi.
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Postdoctoral researcher in
molecular plant-nematode
interactions
Purdue Nematology Lab
Department of Botany & Plant Pathology

•
•
•
•
•

Purdue University

A PhD in plant pathology, plant science, or a related discipline.

Experience and demonstrated skills in molecular research
in plants or plant-pathogen interactions.
Prior experience in nematology is NOT required.
Excellent communication and writing skills.

Proven ability to work independently and to work in teams.

Preferred qualifications:
### IMPORTANT: Do NOT apply via this website. Please read the job
advertisement below to learn how to apply for this position. ###
The Nematology lab at Purdue University (https://ag.purdue.edu/
btny/Pages/Profile.aspx?strAlias=leizhang&intDirDeptID=10) is
seeking a post-doctoral researcher to study molecular plant-nematode interactions. The Nematology lab is part of Department of
Botany & Plant Pathology, and Department of Entomology at College
of Agriculture at Purdue. The Nematology lab is aimed to enhance
understanding of plant-nematode interactions and nematode biology
at molecular, organismal and population levels using a diverse array
of approaches. The goal of research is to develop effective and sustainable tactics for nematode control in agriculture.
Job Summary: The appointee will conduct research to study effector proteins of root-knot nematodes and induced host resistance to
plant-parasitic nematodes. Responsibilities and duties of this position include, but are not limited to the following: (1) identify and
study plant proteins targeted by nematode-secreted effectors using
yeast two-hybrid, Co-IP and transgenic approaches; (2) transcriptome/RNA-seq analysis of plant responses to nematode effectors; (3)
conduct nematode bioassays on Arabidopsis, tomato and soybean
plants at different growth conditions; (4) collect, analyze, summarize
data and maintain records; (5) prepare verbal and written reports of
results to supervisor.
Required qualifications:

•

Experience with analysis of NGS data and execution of bioinformatic pipelines.

Position term: initially for 12 months and can be renewed based
on performance.

Salary and benefits: Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience. Benefits are provided via Purdue University.
Anticipated start date: December 1st, 2020 and is negotiable.

How to apply: Screening of applications will begin on October
16, 2020 and will continue until the position has been filled.
Candidates should apply directly to Dr. Lei Zhang via email to
(leizhang@purdue.edu) by submitting a single PDF file containing: (1) cover letter; (2) current CV; (3) contact information of
three references. The subject of the email should be “Postdoctoral
researcher in nematology”. The cover letter should address your
interest in this position and how you meet the qualifications, and
your career goal.

The College of Agriculture at Purdue University is one of the
world’s leading colleges of agricultural, food, life, and natural
resource sciences and ranked sixth in the US in the 2019 QS World
University Rankings. Purdue University is an EOE/AA employer. All
individuals, including minorities, women, individuals with disabilities, and veterans are encouraged to apply.
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U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Job Opportunity
Complete application process canbe found at:
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Nematology&start=10&vjk=1614a049e2595ef2
Reference Code
USDA-ARS-2020-0193

How to Apply to USDA-ARS Fungal Biodiversity Data Internship
A complete application consists of:
•
•

•

An application & Transcripts

A current resume/CV, including academic history, employment history, relevant experiences, and publication list
Two educational or professional recommendations

All documents must be in English or include an official English translation.
Application Deadline

11/11/2020 3:00:00 PM Eastern Time Zone
Description
•

Applications are reviewed on a rolling-basis and this
posting could close before the deadline.

ARS Office/Lab and Location: A research opportunity is currently
available with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Agricultural Research Service (ARS), Northeast Area (NEA) Beltsville Agricultural Research Center (BARC) Mycology and Nematology Genetic
Diversity and Biology Laboratory (MNGDBL) located in Beltsville,
Maryland.

Research Project: This research project will involve the evaluation and analysis of biodiversity data including DNA barcodes for
plant-associated fungi of agricultural importance. Under the guidance of a mentor, the appointment activities will involve georeferencing of fungal specimen data, analysis of fungus/host/geographic
distribution data, fungal isolations, culturing, digital imaging, microscopy, PCR, DNA sequencing and other activities related to fungal
identification.

Learning Objectives: The learning objectives of this project include
development of skills in geographic information systems, molecular
biology, microbiology, laboratory maintenance and use of equipment
found in most biological sciences laboratories. In addition, it is expected that the participant will learn about fungal taxonomy, preservation of dried specimens and general herbarium practices.
Mentor(s): The mentor for this opportunity is Lisa Castlebury (lisa.
castlebury@usda.gov). If you have questions about the nature of the
research please contact the mentor(s).
Anticipated Appointment Start Date: October 2020. Start date is
flexible and will depend on a variety of factors.
Qualifications

The qualified candidate should have received a bachelor’s or master’s
degree in one of the relevant fields.
Preferred skills:
•
•

•
•

Basic microbiological skills

Computer skills, including evaluation of geographic and DNA
sequence data
Bioinformatics data analysis

Advanced use of Microsoft Excel and/or skill in using relational databases for storing and retrieving data
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USDA-ARS Biological Science Technician
Opportunity
Summary
This position is located in the United States Department of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, Southeast Area,
Crop Genetics and Breeding Research Unit with one vacancy
in Tifton, Georgia.
Responsibilities
o

o

o
o

o

Assists in one or more phases of a plant, crops or
nematology research process by performing a variety
of technical duties, in a laboratory, field or greenhouse
environment, common to the assigned area of work.
Collects, prepares, evaluates and verifies plant, crop,
soil,or pathogen (including nematodes) samples and
supporting records.

The specialized experience requirements for this position
are outlined at the USDA-ARS site accessed at https://www.
indeed.com/jobs?q=Nematology&start=10&vjk=b374d6391ca5ed39
Positions are available for GS-05 or GS-06.

Clicking the link below will present a preview of the application form; i.e. the online questionnaire. The application form
link below will only provide a preview and does not initiate
the application process. To initiate the online application process, click the “Apply” button to the right.
To view the application form click on the link: https://apply.
usastaffing.gov/ViewQuestionnaire/10908353

Performs routine and recurring techniques and studies
using a variety of specialized equipment.
Maintains, calibrates and modifies equipment and
automated systems used for test and evaluation procedures.
Tabulates, statistically analyzes and summarizes data
using personal computers and software packages.

Qualifications

Applicants must meet all qualifications and eligibility requirements by the closing date of the announcement including
specialized experience and/or education, as defined below.
Specialized Experience: Specialized experience is experience directly related to the position to be filled. Specialized
experience must be described for each grade level advertised.
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Syngenta Research and Development Job Opportunity - Viasalia
Syngenta is a global leader in agriculture; rooted in science and
dedicated to bringing plant potential to life. Each of our 28,000
employees in more than 90 countries work together to solve one of
humanity’s most pressing challenges: growing more food with fewer
resources. A diverse workforce and an inclusive workplace environment are enablers of our ambition to be the most collaborative and
trusted team in agriculture. Our employees reflect the diversity of
our customers, the markets where we operate and the communities
which we serve. No matter what your position, you will have a vital
role in safely feeding the world and taking care of our planet. Join us
and help shape the future of agriculture.
About this role

Be part of a collaborative agricultural science research team in the
Central Valley of California and an active participant in the CPFD
Western Region
Accountabilities
•

•

•

•

Be part of a collaborative research team implementing early-development research trials, focusing on nematode control
research
Conduct and coordinate quality efficacy trials, contributing
to the biological profiling and label development of new and
registered product concepts

Contribute to or lead project planning and defining experimental objectives; ensuring trial implementation; generating
or acquiring data and information

Summarize trial data and provide development recommendations, identify development opportunities for product label
expansion, new uses and new solutions

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Coordinate trials with university and extension cooperators,
to assure appropriate representation and recommendation of
Syngenta products and solutions
Provide technical support and training; coordinate demonstration trials for internal and customer training/education.

Provide technical data and information in support of special
local, state and regional labeling actions
Generate critical data to support business objectives
Timely and complete reporting of information

Ability to work collaboratively with other local Syngenta scientists

Strong organizational skills to complete large field programs

Successful interaction with peers and technical management
Conduct quality in-house trials

Qualifications/Requirements

Ph.D. (or M.S. with equivalent years of experience) in one of the
agricultural sciences such as nematology, entomology, weed science
or plant pathology, with training and experience in applied sciences.
Nematology training and experience preferred.
•
•

Travel Requirements – 25%

All applicants must be eligible to work in the US.

Preferred Requirements
•

•

Experience conducting biological field trials to evaluate the
efficacy and crop response of insect, disease, weed control
and plant growth regulator products and related experimental
techniques
Must have basic farming skills, and hands-on experience with
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•

•

•

•

agricultural planting, tillage, and spraying equipment

Excellent analytical, organizational, and people skills. Knowledge of statistical analyses
Skilled in interacting and communicating with internal and
external customers and peers

Excellent oral and written communication, and presentation
skills, flexibility in shifting among projects
Self-motivated, and have excellent time management skills

What We Offer:
•

•

•

Nematode has potential to reduce cotton yields
by 50 percent
Article submitted by the American Phytopathological Society

Trial plot containing Croplan 3885 B2XF cultivar 43 days after
planting in 2018. The left two rows shown in the picture are the
cultivar planted without the application of a nematicide. The right
two rows were treated with an in-furrow spray of Velum Total
(1.02 liters/ha) at the time of planting.

Full Benefit Package (Medical, Dental & Vision) that starts the
same day you do
401k plan with company match, Profit Sharing & Retirement
Savings Contribution
Paid Vacation, 12 Paid Holidays, Maternity and Paternity
Leave, Education Assistance, Wellness Programs, Corporate
Discounts among others

Complete application process can be accessed at this link: https://
syngenta.taleo.net/careersection/sta_ext_cs/jobdetail.ftl?job=18021259&tz=GMT-05:00&tzname=America/Chicago&src=JB-10069

Credit: Kathy Lawrence

The reniform nematode is one of the most commonly found pests
of cotton, with the ability to cause severe economic damage. In order to assess exactly how much damage the reniform nematode can
cause, plant pathologists at Auburn University conducted a field
trial comparing a clean field to a reniform-infested field.

To get the most accurate data, the plant pathologists began with
one field experiencing the same conditions, including soil type and
irrigation system. They then split the field in half, leaving a 10-foot
grass strip in the center, and inoculated one side with the reniform
nematode and left the other half clean. They planted ten cotton varieties on each half. They found that, averaged over two years, the
cotton yields were 50 percent lower in the reniform field compared
to the clean field.
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They also experimented with the nematicide Velum Total and found
it to be effective dependent on the environment. The nematicide
supported a 55 percent increase in yield in 2017 but only 6 percent
in 2018, in part due to the dry spring.

“This trial is unique because we can test varieties and nematicides
with and without the reniform nematode under almost identical
conditions in the field. We can truly measure the reniform nematode
effect on yield and the real benefit of the nematicide,” said Kathy
Lawrence, one of the plant pathologists involved in the study.
Lawrence advises growers to be careful not to allow the reniform
nematode to establish in their fields. If they do discover nematodes,
they should wash their equipment before moving to a clean field to
prevent transfer.

Worms discovered in the brain of lizard embryos for the first time
by Lund University

Researchers have discovered nematodes, or worms, in the brains of
lizard embryos. This is the first time they have been found in reptile
eggs, and it was previously believed that egg laying prevents parasites from being transmitted in this way.

Photo: Nathalie Feiner, Lund University

Photo: Dr. Koon-Hui Wang, University of Florida.

The discovery was made by an international research team led by
Nathalie Feiner, evolutionary biologist at Lund University in Sweden.
They found the worms while studying common wall lizards across
Europe, but the nematodes were restricted to a single population in
the Pyrenees.
“I was shocked when I saw something moving in the embryo’s brain,
despite having dissected many lizard eggs before,” says Nathalie
Feiner.
The next surprise came when the team then found nematodes in the
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mothers’ ovaries.

The worms discovered in the ovaries and the brains of the embryos
are a new species of roundworms. The researchers believe that they
originate from nematodes in the intestines of the lizards, and have
adapted to a new life style in the ovaries of the females. They also
think that the worms enter the developing brain from the female.
ovary early in embryonic development, suggesting that male lizards
do not spread the parasites.
According to the researchers, the siblings of the dissected embryos
were healthy when hatched, despite having worms in their brains.
Nathalie Feiner will not take the research further. However, she
hopes that other researchers will pick up where she left off:

“Parasites are not my research area, so I hope others build upon this
discovery. It would be exciting to know if this vertical transmission
is unique to the nematodes we found in the common wall lizards, or
if this occurs in other species as well. It would also be interesting to
find out if the lizard’s behavior is affected by having worms in their
brains,” she concludes.

Dear members and prospective members of the Society of Nematologists:
Membership renewals are now being accepted for 2020. Please take
a moment to renew at: https://nematologists.org/
•        If you were a member in 2019, select the ‘My Account’ tab and
log in to renew by credit card

•        Prospective new members can join by selecting the ‘Membership’ tab and Become a Member by clicking on the Purchase A Membership button where you will be prompted to create an account
•        If you prefer to renew by check, please complete the attached
invoice (Member name text box fillable using MS Word) and mail
along with your check to the address on the form

If you prefer to pay by Electronic Funds Transfer, please contact me
for further instructions (jackibeacham@gmail.com). As a reminder,
SON memberships run on a calendar basis (Jan 1 – Dec 31), so even
if you renewed around the time of the annual meeting this year your
membership will expire on December 31st.
If you have recently renewed your membership, please disregard.
Thank you!

From: Feiner et al. (2020). Vertical Transmission of a Nematode from
Female Lizards to the Brains of Their Offspring. The American Naturalist 195 (5): 918-926.
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Upcoming Conferences & Meetings

International Plant Health Conference
“Protecting Plant Health in a changing
world”

Call for Nematode Trading Cards

If you would like to highlight your work or recognize someone, please consider submitting an image of your favorite
nematode, plant pathogen or nematologist to Dr. Jon Eisenback (Jon@vt.edu).

Paasitorni Conference Centre, Helsinki, Finland 05 Oct 2020 - 08 Oct 2020
https://www.ippc.int/en/iyph/
chronology/international-conference-on-plant-health/
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Officers: Society of Nematologists
President: Andrea Skantar

President Elect: Kathy Lawrence
Vice President: Axel Elling

Past-President: Sally Stetina
Secretary: Brent Sipes

Treasurer: Nathan Schroeder

Executive Members: Adrienne Gorny,
Tesfa Mengistu & Travis Faske

Editor-In-Chief: David Shapiro-Ilan
Website Editor: Churamani Khanal

Business Manager: Jackie Beacham
Bank Officer: Steve Thomas

Social Media Directors: Andrea Skantar
and Deepak Haarith

NNL Editor: Gary Phillips
N.A. Cobb Foundation
Chair: Byron Adams

Vice Chair: Benjamin Memee
Secretary: Travis Faske

Treasurer: Louise Dandurand

N. A Cobb Foundation

Since we know that students are the future of our discipline,
please consider supporting the Nathan A. Cobb Nematology Foundation: https://nematologists.org/products/donation-na-cobb/. This foundation’s primary purpose is to raise
money to provide travel for students to scientific meetings.
Please consider making tax-deductible contribution to the
Nathan A. Cobb Nematology at http://nematologists.org/
products/.

If you would like to be highlighted in the SON Newsletter,
or if you have an interesting submission, announcement,
or would like something featured such as a new book you
contributed, to or recommend, please email me at gphilli9@utk.edu.
Also, Dr. Jon Eisenback donates a lot of his time to making
nematode trading cards for SON. Please consider submitting
your favorite SEM, TEM, or bright field images and a brief description of your organism to Jon@vt.edu. Your contributions
and submissions will help considerably to the future education of those interested in nematology.
On behalf of the Society of Nematologists, we would like to
express our continued gratitude and support that we receive
from our friends, colleagues and industries.

Gary Phillips, Editor (with continued help from Dr. Jon Eisenback).

Members: Sally Setina, Brent
Sipes, Nathan Schroeder, and
Andrea Skantar (ex-offici)
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